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ABSTRACT
Shared dictionary compression is known as an efficient compression method for pub/sub. In practice, bandwidth reductions of more than 80% are achievable for JSON or XML
data formats. Compared to other compression techniques
such as GZip or Deflate, a dictionary is needed to compress and decompress messages. Generating a dictionary
is a CPU-expensive task and sharing it introduces bandwidth overheads. Furthermore, the dictionary is continuously maintained to keep the compression performance high.
We developed MOS: a cross-platform middleware for managing shared dictionary compression tasks. This includes dictionary propagation, compression/decompression, and periodic maintenance. We provide a developer API to interact
with the MQTT-based pub/sub infrastructure. Our demo
shows an example application built on top of MOS which
shows the performance of the shared dictionary compression
scheme.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The back-end infrastructure of smartphone applications
often uses a pub/sub middleware to disseminate notifications in a scalable way [6]. As an example, the Facebook
Messenger application uses MQTT [2], a pub/sub protocol,
to communicate with the servers.
Mobile phone data connections are often metered and the
available bandwidth in rural areas tends to be lower than in
city centers. To reduce data usage of applications further
than what is possible using GZip or Deflate, we propose a
shared dictionary compression (SDC) scheme for pub/sub.
Using that technique, bandwidth reductions of more than
80% can be achieved by amortizing the overhead of dictionary propagation [5]. To leverage SDC, the developer would
have to keep track of the dictionaries at the publisher and
subscriber sides and additionally maintain the dictionary
over time by implementing a sampling broker. We introduce a new middleware, called MQTT On Steroids (MOS),
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Figure 1: Pub/sub API using SDC

which manages the SDC protocol and provide the developer
with a standard pub/sub API. Hence the developer can benefit from the bandwidth reductions without additional complexity in the codebase. Figure 1 shows an overview of the
abstracted logic of the framework. MOS encapsulates the
SDC logic on top of MQTT [4] and the compression library,
and provides a pub/sub API for the Cordova framework.
Cordova [1] allows the developer to create a mobile phone
application using Javascript and HTML. From a single codebase, it is possible to target multiple platforms like Apple
IOS or Android. A library in C++, FemtoZip [3], implements methods to compress and decompress messages using
a dictionary. To make this library available within Cordova,
it is wrapped using Java on Android or Swift on IOS.
In this demo, we show the capabilities of our SDC middleware in an example application. The application leverages the framework to allow the user to publish/subscribe
on multiple smartphone platforms. The user interface shows
the bandwidth savings, notification rate, and other technical
information of the connection to the broker.

2.

MIDDLEWARE FOR SDC

The MOS middleware contains three parts: the client, the
sampling broker (SB) and the caching service (CS) which
runs on top of MQTT [4]. The MOS client library is used
by the developer to enable bandwidth savings on mobile
phone clients. The MOS SB maintains the dictionaries and
the MOS CS acts as a key-value store where newly joining
publishers and subscribes can request dictionaries.
The SB creates the dictionaries and observes the bandwidth reductions. The SB executes an adaptive algorithm
which decides to either sample a new dictionary or to extend the time to live (TTL) of the old dictionary. Reasons

Format
DEBS-CSV
DEBS-XML
DEBS-JSON

Deflate
34.5%
53.3%
45.4%

Adaptive algorithm
41.65%
85.46%
41.65%

Table 1: Bandwidth reduction [5]

for a new dictionary include changes over time in the content of notifications which could make a dictionary obsolete. The adaptive algorithm chooses the parameters for the
dictionary, the size, and over how many historic notifications should be sampled. The size of the dictionary impacts
compression performance and bandwidth overhead and the
length of historic messages impacts the time to sample a
dictionary. The adaptive algorithm is a heuristic which tries
to find a balance between the two parameters [5]. The client
library is split up in several layers (see Figure 1). It encapsulates a MQTT client and the library FemtoZip [3] which is
used for dictionary-based compression. The SDC logic keeps
track of current active dictionaries and removes them when
TTL is reached. Figure 1 shows the interactions between
client and MQTT broker. Each topic has a corresponding dictionary topic. As an example, when the developer
subscribes to a topic or publishes a new notification, the
library additionally subscribes to the corresponding dictionary topic. In case a compressed notification is received,
the library uncompresses the notification transparently using the correct dictionary. Also when a new notification is
published, it is transparently compressed in case a dictionary
is available for this topic.
Our demonstration, see Figure 3 is done with an example
dataset from the DEBS 2015 Grand Challenge [7]. Table 1
shows the achieved bandwidth savings using the MOS middleware when using the dataset. One interesting observation
is that the final compressed size of notifications across formats is nearly the same, with at most 88% reduction for
XML. Therefore, the developer can choose the notification
format which is most practical or convenient without worrying about data size.

3.

Figure 2: MQTT sequence
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Figure 3: Screenshot of the Android application

We recorded a demonstration of our mobile applications.
On the left side you can see the IOS Emulator, on the right
side the same application running in an Android Emulator.
The terminal at the bottom of the screen shows the sampling
broker. https://www.dropbox.com/s/8wtrwaxzeplaq4b/middleware
demo.mp4?dl=1
For the real demo we would need access to Wifi. We will
show the mobile application on a mobile phone. In case the
Wifi is interrupted we plan to have a backup recording on a
laptop.

